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Editorial: In the Starting Blocks …Again 
WTO Members are preparing to tackle the task handed to them by ministers in Delhi two 
weeks ago. Senior level discussions being launched this week are expected to serve as a 
preparation for the September 24-25 G-20 Summit. Those advocating a conclusion of the 
Doha Development Agenda (DDA) next year hope that leaders in Pittsburgh will outline 
specific dates and a timeframe for securing a deal on modalities in order to finalise the round 
by 2010. However, the vigilant trade observer will remark that some of the negotiations’ tough 
nuts still remain to be cracked  and if –  like many believe – substance rather deadline should 
drive the process, it looks more likely that Members are embarking on yet another marathon, 
rather than a sprint to the finish line. 
 
Consultations Resume 
In Delhi, trade ministers instructed their respective chief negotiator and senior officials to start 
meeting this week to “draw up a process of engagement for the next 2-3 months and to work 
with the chair of the negotiating groups to prepare an overall agenda of action.” With that goal 
in mind, WTO Director General, Pascal Lamy called for two Green Room meetings to be held 
on September 15th and September 20th.  
 
The aim of the first Green Room gathering will be to work with the chairman of each 
negotiating group to develop their roadmaps and identify the key outstanding issues on which 
progress is needed in order to advance the negotiations on both agriculture and non-
agricultural market access (NAMA), as well as the rest of the topics on the DDA agenda 
(Service, Rules, Trade Facilitation etc.). According to sources familiar with the process, the 
roadmaps are required to outline the outstanding issues that need priority and the timeframes 
to close them.  

Following that first encounter of senior officials, each chair will resume his respective consultations with Members leading  
to another Green Room the morning of September 20 to draw conclusions from the week’s work and develop a report for the 
G-20 Summit in Pittsburgh. 
 
In agriculture, issues that remain to be discussed include domestic support – and particularly the headroom provided to the 
U.S. – and market access, with many unresolved matters: sensitive products (selection and treatment), tariff capping, tariff 
simplification, special safeguard mechanism, special products and preference erosion/tropical products among others. 
 
In NAMA, the issues still on the table are the coefficient, flexibilities and anti-concentration clause, country-specific 
flexibility for Members asking for special treatment and sectorals among others.  
 
In order to reach the 2010 goal that seems to be a consensus target, Members will also have to tackle other areas of the 
negotiations. For instance, in Services, some initial offers will have to be tabled before Members can consider a second  
round of revised offers and a final draft schedule of commitments.  
 
In Rules, sources familiar with the negotiations claim that Members still have to complete discussions based on the 
chairman’s text issued in November 2008 as well as tackling some previously unaddressed issues. 
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Upcoming Events 
 

• Agriculture Consultations week of September 14, 2009 
• Technical workshop schedules, week of September 21, 2009  
• G-20 Summit, September 24-25 (Pittsburgh, USA) 
• WTO Public Forum, Sept 28–30, 2009  
• General Council, Oct. 13-14, Dec. 17-18, 2009 
• 7th WTO Ministerial Conference, November 30–December 2, 2009 
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Timeframe 
All of the above will likely require time and intensive weeks and months of discussions. This is why when it comes to 
timeframe, most Members subscribe to the theory that the process should be substance-driven. Though, if the DDA is to be 
completed by the end of next year as “ordered” by leaders this summer, both agriculture and NAMA modalities need to be 
struck sometime  before the end of the first quarter of 2010. 
 
As it stands for the moment, discussions are scheduled to intensify over the next few months to close the gaps on the 
remaining outstanding issues. Trade ministers would then take stock of the progress during the 7th WTO Ministerial 
Conference at the end of November, and would determine timeframes for the conclusion of both agriculture and NAMA 
modalities and the completion of other issues. 


